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FINANCIAL STATUS REPORT OF THE PUBLIC WORKS TRUST FUND (NO. 834) 
FOR FISCAL YEAR END JUNE 30, 2018

SUBJECT:

As recommended m the accompanying report of the Executive Officer and the Director of the 
Office of Accounting, which this Board nas adopted, the Board of Public Works recommends that 
the Mayor and Council:

RECEIVE AND FILE the Public Works Trust Fund (PWTF) Number 834 Financial Status 
Report for Fiscal Year End (FYE) June 30, 2018;

1.

REAFFIRM tne Board of Public Works poor recommendation to (ai assess and collect 
interest on PWTF loans approved on or after July 1 2017 when loan proceeds are 
distributed to a fund where interest is earned and not transferred tc the City s Genera: 
Fund and (b; autnonze the Board of Public Works. Director of Accounting to charge and 
collect interest on any outstanding PWTF loan balance at the rate that the Office of 
Finance allocates tc the general pool investments including authority to transfer annually 
the mterest collected from the PWTF to the Genera! Fund

2.

APPROVE existing loan approval process :n concept form including sunset loan approval 
provision that would terminate a PWTF loan approval at 365 days from the City Council 
approved date wnen any loan proceeds have not beer, distributed for its appro ved purpose 
to allow other shovel-ready projects in need of temporary front funding tc start 
construction, including a moratorium provision to disallow loan re-application 
consideration for the same project within f 80 days of loan approval forfeiture.

3.

APPROVE the PWTF Nexus Study Rules and Guidelines as referenced in Council File 
18-0394; and

4.

wAN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER Recyclable and made from recycled was:*

http://bpw
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5. REQUEST the Executive Officer and Fund Manager to report back to Board and City 
Council within 120 days on the development of a cash flow model and formal lending 
guidelines and approval process, with potential opportunity to increase outstanding loan- 
to-balance ratio, in alignment with Council’s instruction.

There is no impact to the General Fund.

Sincerely,

DR. FERNANDO CAMPOS,
Executive Officer, Board of Public Works

FC:CH
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FINANCIAL STATUS REPORT OF THE PUBLIC WORKS TRUST FUND (NO. 834) 
FOR FISCAL YEAR END JUNE 30, 2018

SUMMARY

The Public Works Trust Fund (Fund 834/Dept. 50) is within the jurisdiction of the Board of Public 
Works and is actively managed by a fund administrator, coliector(s), and accountant. The fund acts 
as an escrow account holding in trust developers ’/permittees ’ deposits for various public works 
projects related to development projects. As of June 30, 2018, there are 30 revenue type accounts 
in the fund totaling $131.9 million with majority of the funds identified as deposits and some as 
fines and fees. As part of the City general investment pool, the fund earns interest and said interest 
is transferred to the City's General Fund. Due to the fund’s unique trust (i.e., escrow) nature and 
focus on public works services, loans are authorized from the fund to other City departments to 
front-fond shovel-ready projects. As of June 30, 2018, there are 10 loans outstanding to City 
departments totaling $20.66 million.

RECOMMENDATIONS

That the Board of Public Works, subject to the Los Angeles City Council and Mayor approval:

RECEIVE AND FILE the Public Works Trust Fund (PWTF) Number 834 Financial Status 
Report for Fiscal Year End (FYE) June 30, 2018;

1.

REAFFIRM the Board of Public Works' prior recommendation to (a) assess and collect interest 
on PWTF loans approved on or after July 1,2017 when loan proceeds are distributed to a fund 
where interest is earned and not transferred to the City's General Fund; and (b) authorize the 
Board of Public Works, Director of Accounting to charge and collect interest on any 
outstanding PWTF loan balance at the rate that the Offi.ce of Finance allocates to the general 
pool investments, including authority to transfer annually the interest collected from the PWTF 
to the General Fund;

2.

APPROVE existing loan approval process in concept form, including sunset loan approval 
provision that would terminate a PWTF loan approval at 365 days from the City Council 
approved date when any loan proceeds have not been distributed for its approved purpose to 
allow other shovel-ready projects in need of temporary front funding to start construction,

3.
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including a moratorium, provision to disallow loan re-application consideration for the same 
project within 180 days of loan approval forfeiture;

4. APPROVE the PWTF Nexus Study Rules and Guidelines as referenced in CF No. 18-0394;
and

5. REQUEST the Executive Officer and Fund Manager to report back to Board and City Council 
within 120 days on the development of a cash flow model and formal lending guidelines and 
approval process, with potential opportunity to increase outstanding loan-to-balance ratio, in 
alignment with Council's instruction (CF 16-0393-S1).

ATTACHMENTS

Detailed Description of Revenue Source Code (Deposit) Accounts
Nexus Study Rules and Guidelines in CF 18-0394
PWTF Mission, Vision, Values, and Goals
Six Year Comparative Deposit Amounts by Account
Outstanding Loans
Pending Loans
PWTF Appropriation (Expense) Accounts
Net Deposit Details by Account
Status of Outstanding Loans
PWTF Loan Pre-Approval and Approval Process

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

Background

In April 2007, the Los Angeles City Council (City Council) instructed the Department of Public 
Works (DPW) to provide annual Financial Status Report (FSR) of the Public Works Trust Fund 
(PWTF), Fund No. 834, including a description of its purpose, operation, deposit nature, and loan 
status (CF 07-0600-S56). The most recent annual FSRs approved by City Council and Mayor were 
for FYE June 30, 2016 and 2017 (CF 16-0393-S 1). On January 13, 2017, the Board of Public 
Works (BPW) approved the annual FSR for Fiscal Year End (FYE) June 30, 2016, which 
established the ability to assess, bill, and collect interest on PWTF loans approved on or after July 
1,2017 when the loan proceeds are transferred to another Special Fund that earns interest but does 
not transfer earned interest to the City's General Fund. On November 22, 2017, the BPW received 
and filed the annual FSR for FYE June 30, 2017.

In August 2018, the City Council adopted as amended both FYE June 30, 2016 and June 30, 2017 
reports via the City Administrative Officer's report (CF 16-0393-S 1). Subsequently, the Mayor 
approved both reports in September 2018. At that time, significant discussion was dedicated on
the application of the State of California's Mitigation Fee Act (MFA), assessment and collection
of loan interest, and fiduciary responsibility of managing funds in trust (on behalf) of 
developers/permittees intended for a specific purpose. The amended recommendations adopted by 
City Council neither concurred with the City Administrative Officer's report to not assess 
interest nor the BPW's report to assess interest (CF 16-0393-S 1). Therefore, this report requests 
reaffirmation of discussions from the Public Works and Gang Reduction Committee of the City
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Council in August 2018 to concur with the assessment of interest for PWTF loans when the loan 
proceeds are distributed to a Special Fund that earns interest yet retains said interest for its Special 
Fund purpose and does not transfer interest earnings to the City’s General Fund. Interest 
assessment and collection will only apply to PWTF loans approved on or after July 1, 2017. In 
addition, this report recommends reaffirmation to authorize the BPW, Director of Accounting to 
charge and collect interest on any outstanding PWTF loan balance at the rate that the Office of 
Finance allocates to the general pool investments, including authority to transfer annually the 
interest collected from the PWTF to the City’s General Fund. Further context is provided in the 
PWTF loan section within this report.

Purpose of the PWTF

The purpose of the PWTF is to serve as a trust fund, which operates similar to a bank or escrow 
account, for deposits received from various depositors (also referred to as Permittees) to be used 
for specified public works projects related to a development or for recovery of staff cost associated 
with the development project’s inspections or approvals. Deposits (i.e., receipts) are received and 
accounted for by Permittee in each respective account type for which the receipt belongs to. Each 
account is classified by purpose and description, comprising of 30 current account types as 
described in Attachment A. There 13 non-deposit accounts that exist in the PWTF, which hold 
receipts from violations, fees, settlements, surcharges, or donations, yet these non-deposit account 
types comprise about 3% of the total fund balance.

The BPW, Office of Accounting (OOA) is responsible for ensuring that all the transactions 
recorded into the PWTF are properly accounted for. Proper cost accounting, along with fund 
receipt and expense management, is used to actively monitor and track monies intended and 
authorized for its specific purpose by Permit, Bond, or other unique identifier. On an interim basis, 
as a project is partially completed and funds are reconciled, fund balances are transferred to the 
respective department’s General Fund and/or Special Fund as appropriate. However, when the 
project is fully completed and closed, final accounting and reconciliation of the project will 
determine if the deposit amount received is either (a) sufficient to cover all expenses, (b) more 
than the amount expended, which then requires a refund due to the Permittee/Developer, or (c) 
insufficient to cover all expenses, which then requires a billing or invoice to recover cost due to 
the City for expenses exceeding the deposit. In the event a project is not completed, monies 
remaining on the permit and/or in guarantee deposit(s) for work completion may be transferred to 
the PWTF Special Projects Account No. 4873 to provide funding, subject to approval by the Board 
and City Council, for the City to complete said project or utilize the funds as a reinvestment to the 
public good for the same or similar Public Works infrastructure projects within the Council District 
in which the project was not completed (Attachment B - Nexus Study Rules and Guidelines, CF 
18-0394).

Further, pursuant to the Los Angeles City Charter §581(f) and §582(i), the DPW is required to 
make a “...determination of benefits, damages and costs incident to a proposed change or 
improvement of any public place, right-of-way or property belonging to the City....” and that the 
Director of Public Works shall “...file with the board and the Mayor a written report on the work 
of the department on a regular basis as requested by the Mayor or board,” respectively. The latter 
includes the work, control, and oversight of funds in the PWTF, which is hereby transmitted to 
Board, Mayor, and City Council.



Fund Balances
Fiscal Year End: June 30, 2013 - June 30, 2018
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PWTF Financial Status

As of June 30, 2018, the PWTF consisted of more than 12,000 deposits/permits with a total 
accountable deposit amount of $131.9 million. Out of this amount, $20.7 million is currently 
loaned out to various departments/funds (Attachment E) with another $14.8 million pending 
disbursement (Attachment F), $3.4 million is appropriated (Attachment G), and $12.6 million is 
restricted for pre- and post-1989 (pre/post-MFA) unclaimed deposits. At any given time, 25% of 
the total deposits is set aside as a reserve for working capital to provide for periodic permittee 
refunds.
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The Executive Office envisions establishing long-term fund management goals of this fund and 
other funds within BPW’s jurisdiction. As a precursor to this, the BPW’s Executive Officer 
presented in November 2018 the PWTF Mission, Vision, Values, and Goals to the Board. In short, 
the Mission is “To safeguard and manage all funds held in trust for its purpose of improving public 
works infrastructure” and the Vision is “To be the best actively managed, fiscally prudent, and 
responsive fund in the City of LA. The Values and Goals are provided in Attachment C.

PWTF Balance At-A-Glance
This FSR provides the status of the PWTF as of June 30, 2018. The deposit amounts by account 
for the last six FYE June 30, 2013 to 2018 is provided in Attachment D and illustrated in the 
following graph.
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As of June 30, 2018, the financial components of the PWTF are as follows:

Balance 
(In Thousands)

$ 131,947
( 20,663)

Total Deposits
Loans to Other Departments/Funds

$ 111,284Cash Balance

Cash Balance Reserved for:
Appropriations
Loans for Approval/Release
Pre/Post 1989 Restricted Deposits
Restricted Deposits for BSS
Working Capital Set Aside (25% of Deposits)
Transfers to General and Special Funds
Expected Exoneration of Bond for MCB 30239

($ 3,368 ) 
14,808 ) 
12,648 )

(
i

(
5)(

30,487 )
3,171 )

10,000 f

(
(

(
Cash Balance Reserved/Restricted S 74,487

NET CASH AVAILABLE AS OF JUNE 30, 2018 $ 36,797

As of FYE June 30, 2018, 3 out of 30 deposit accounts (types) comprise approximately $94,7 
million or 72% of the total fund balance. The top three deposit accounts/types and balances are:

$49.8 million 
$32.2 million 
$12.7 million

1. General Improvement Guarantee Deposits
2. B-Permits
3. Special Projects

Between FYE 2017 and 2018, there was a $7.2 million net balance change. The top 3 deposit 
accounts (i.e., General Improvement Guarantee, Excavation, and Mi sc. Deposits) with a positive 
increase comprised nearly 83% of the net fund growth. This increase was offset primarily by a 
$2.4 million decrease in balance from one account (B-Pennit Deposits). Fund growth is driven by 
dollar value in deposits (transfer in) and expenses/refunds (transfer out). Attachment H provides a 
breakdown of net deposit by deposit accounts (types).

The following graph illustrates the total inflows of all accounts (i.e., deposits, fees, etc.) and 
outflows of all accounts (i.e., transfers to General or Special Funds, refunds, payments, etc.). In 
short, from 2017 to 2018, the average inflow increase is approximately $0.5 million per account 
and the average outflow decrease is approximately $0.6 million per account.

1 Nexus Study determine “reasonable relationships" to use $5.9 million of pre- and post-1989 unclaimed deposits,
which City Council and Mayor adopted in FY 18/19 (CF 18-0394).

2 A $10 million General. Improvement Guarantee Deposit per MCB30239 was received from 9919 Jefferson, LLC for 
work order/B-Permit No. BR402804 (Storm Drain Easement) on 03/06/2017. This amount is anticipated to be 
exonerated.



Inflows and Outflows
Fiscal Year End: June 30, 2013 - June 30, 2018
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The top five deposit accounts (types) with highest positive (upward) balance change between FYE 
2017 and 2018 are:

$3.3 million increase 
$ 1.5 million increase 
$ 1.2 million increase 
$0.8 million increase 
$0.7 million increase

1. General Improvement Guarantee Deposits
2. Miscellaneous Deposits
3. Excavation Work Order Deposits
4. Vacation Work Order Deposits
5. Land Work Order and Right-of-Way Deposits

The decline in balance was mainly due to the increase in the transfers made to the General Fund 
and Special Funds for completed projects followed by higher expenditures in FYE 2018 than FYE 
2017. The two accounts (types) with the highest negative (downward) balance change between 
FYE 2017 and 2018 are:

$2.4 million decrease 
$0.08 million decrease

1. B-Permit Deposits
2. Oak Tree Deposits

In addition to the 30 deposit accounts, the fund also has 21 active appropriation accounts totaling 
$3.4 million (Attachment G).

Management of the PWTF

Three management functions are evidenced in the PWTF with separate responsible agents to lead 
efforts in each of three functions, which are illustrated below:
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Management Functions 
Administrator 
Accountant 
Collector

Responsible Agents___________________
PWTF Manager (Financial Mgmt. Srvcs.) 
BPW, Office of Accounting 
Department Bureaus or Board Offices3

The Administrator directs the use of the PWTF and provides specific instructions to the Accountant 
regarding the proper disposition of each deposit (receipt) and provides advice to the Collector(s) 
and the Board’s Executive Officer on matters of fund performance, trends, patterns, usage rate, 
and financial and operational improvements. Deposits in the PWTF are received initially by the 
Bureaus (i.e., Engineering, Street Lighting, Street Services, and Contract Administration) or Board 
Offices, known as the Collector. Receipts are then deposited and accounted for in the PWTF by 
the OOA or the Accountant, and are held for future disposition, appropriate to the particular type 
of deposit. For example, deposits supporting at-cost work are transferred to the General Fund 
and/or Special Funds as applicable when work is completed and revenues are earned. Another 
example is for deposits made to guarantee work (i.e., Guarantee Deposits), funds are held in the 
PWTF by the Accountant pending instructions from the responsible Collector on whether to release 
and refund the original depositors or to declare deposits in default. If defaulted, funds (i.e., permit 
and guarantee deposit funds) are transferred to the PWTF Special Projects Revenue Source 
Account No. 4873, to be used by the City to complete required or like-kind work. Afterwards, the 
Administrator will research and provide recommendations to the Board of Public Works and City 
Council for fund use to ensure improvement to the City’s public works infrastructure.

Accounting and Financial Reporting of the PWTF

The PWTF is audited by independent certified public accountants (CPAs) as part of the City’s 
annual audit. Within the last nine FYs, no performance or financial audits had been conducted. 
However, the City’s financial auditors have asked many questions related to the PWTF, including 
potential need to implement various Governmental Accounting Standards Board pronouncements. 
Most important, along with other City funds, the PWTF is included in the City’s Comprehensive 
Annual Financial Report (CAFR) and is treated as a liability of the City. The OOA is responsible 
for performing the accounting and financial reporting of the PWTF. This includes, but not limited 
to: creating, processing and entering all receipts, appropriations, encumbrances, expenditures, 
transfers, refunds, and journal entry transactions for the PWTF in the Controller’s Financial 
Management System (FMS) as the General Ledger; and accounting of and for all detailed financial 
transactions for each Permittee in the PWTF system, which serves as a Subsidiary Ledger. The 
PWTF Subsidiary Ledger contains the details for each deposit, such as the name and address of 
the depositor, document reference, work order number, project address or reference, type of 
deposit, etc., which is data the FMS General Ledger is not programmed to store.

The OOA is required to reconcile the PWTF Subsidiary Ledger against the City’s FMS General 
Ledger on a monthly basis, which was done manually up until recently. Most important, each 
monthly reconciliation impacts the interim revenue transfers or reimbursements made from the 
PWTF to the City’s General and/or Special Funds. In July 2016, a new PWTF System (known as 
the PWTFS) was developed internally by the Bureau of Engineering (BOE) with close partnership 
with the BPW’s OOA and Financial Systems Division (FSD) to streamline and improve processes.

3 Bureau or Office is dependent on the type of Revenue Source Code (deposit).
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The new PTWFS is now maintained by BPW’s FSD. In short, the old PWTF system operated in a 
DOS Mainframe format while the new, replacement PWTFS operates in a Windows based 
operating format. The City did not incur any additional cost for the new system which was limited 
to staff salary only.

The new system has provided efficient and effective vehicle for reconciliation at a much faster 
pace. However, other improvements could be made to improve the PWTF management function, 
such as automating the close out of work orders related to A, B, E, R, S, and U Pennits, creating 
management reports to assess and analyze trends and patterns, streamlining and interfacing critical 
fields with the City’s FMS, PWTFS, and other standalone tertiary systems (i.e. BOEs Permitting 
system).

Adding a dedicated and permanent PWTF Manager (fund administrator) position in October 2018 
has and will continue to allow the review of the aforementioned opportunities and report back on 
a frequent basis as requested by the Board, Mayor, and City Council (CF 18-0394). These reports 
will include (a) methods/approaches for fund management improvements, (b) funds availability 
for public works projects, and (c) opportunities to improve, generate, and support revenue for the 
City. In general, these improvements will facilitate a more expedient transfers of money to the 
General fund and other special funds.

In addition to working with and reconciling against both general and subsidiary ledgers, loans are 
made from the PWTF to front-fund the projects of borrower department(s) and fund(s). These 
loans are manually tracked by the OOA and monitored by the PWTF manager. The total 
outstanding loan amount decreased from $26 million in FY 2014-15 to $20.6 million in FY 2017
18 (a decrease of $5.4 million) due to a more actively managed approach on reducing outstanding 
loan balances. With the recent addition of the PWTF manager position in October 2018, the BPW 
was able to send out collection letters to all outstanding borrowers to attempt to collect. This effort 
has resulted in approximately $4.4 million in funds being collected, which will be reported in the 
PWTF FSR for FYE June 30, 2019, with another $1.5 million paid in advance of the PWTF 
manager’s collection efforts. Thus, approximately $5.9 million in lower outstanding loan balances.

Again, this position has added public value as a dedicated resource to improve the BPWs collection 
efforts and has resulted in an opportunity to send more frequent collection reminders to recapture 
funds and ensure outstanding loan liabilities are actively being paid by any borrower. In addition, 
the fund manager will start the development of a cash flow modeling forecast to more proactively 
manage the PWTF and predict how much the PWTF can assist in front funding Public Works 
infrastructure project that have an identified repayment source. Collectively, this position is both 
revenue supporting and generating; therefore, critical.

INTEREST EARNINGS

Like any other City funds, PWTF is invested through the City’s investment pool managed by the 
Office of Finance (OOF). About 98% of total interest earnings of the PWTF is allocated by the 
OOF to the City’s general fund. On average the PWTF earned approximately $ 1 million in interest. 
Interest earned is transferred to the City’s General Fund.
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PWTF LOANS

As of June 30, 2018, the total outstanding loan balance is $20.7 million. This represents a net 
increase of $1.2 million from $19.5 million as of the June 30, 2017 loan balance. Outstanding 
loans were initially disbursed from August 2005 through September 2017, with due dates ranging 
from June 2010 through some open-ended dates. On average, of those outstanding loans that 
projects have been completed yet loan not repaid, the loan arrears or past due time range is about 
6.5 years, which represents a slight decrease of 1.5 years from 8 years reported in the June 30, 
2017 FSR.

There are certain Council actions authorizing loans that do not have specific repayment dates, but 
include such repayment notations as “upon completion of the project or upon receipt of funds”. 
This is a practice that the BPW is diligently working to curtail. All loans from PWTF cannot be 
written off due to the nature of the fund, (i.e., PWTF is a liability of the City to the 
depositors/permittees). PWTF is an obligatory fund that requires liquid assets in the form, of cash 
and receivables to fund third party deposits that the City is obligated to pay back. Therefore, it is 
mandatory that loans from, the PWTF be repaid.

The PWTF may be used by the City as a source of front funding for capital grant-funded or capital 
general or special fund backed projects in the form of loans to other City departments and funds. 
Capital grant projects are on a reimbursement basis from the grantor; hence, PWTF is considered 
as a front funding source for said projects. As soon as a reimbursement from the grantor is received, 
the PWTF must be repaid. Capital general or special fund backed projects are reimbursed similarly 
to that a capital grant project except instead of a grantor reimbursing the City, the Mayor and City 
Council adopt a resolution to reimburse the PWTF based on a reimbursement schedule using a 
specified source (i.e., general or special fund).

The schedule of borrower department and funds and the aging of the loan is shown in Attachment
I, including updates/responses from Borrower(s) to collection letters sent by BPW in January 2019. 
Most loans are interest free; however, interest on PWTF loans approved on or after July 1, 2017 is 
now being assessed and collected when the loan proceeds are distributed to a Special Fund that 
earns interest yet retains said interest for its Special Fund purpose and does not transfer interest 
earnings to the City’s General Fund.

Effective March 2016 and pursuant to BPW’s last Council Report (CF 16-0393), the BPW 
implemented a more streamlined policy in regards to the issuance of loans from PWTF. Any loans 
must be pre-approved first by the Board’s Executive Officer, PWTF Manager, and Director of 
Accounting, to ensure the loan request does not exceed the high-end 30% loan-to-outstanding 
balance ratio. The 30% is an increase to the ceiling from the prior, yet still enforced, low-end 25% 
ratio. Attachment J provides a listing of steps and actions necessary to obtain a PWTF loan, such 
a pre-approval, approval, disbursements, service account maintenance, and loan payoff.

MANAGEMEI SERVATIONS. RECOMMENDATIONS. AND NEXT STEPS

The following is a series of next steps anticipated to continue to improve and strengthen the 
oversight of the PWTF. This list is not intended to be exhaustive or in priority order but rather a 
road-map.
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1. Nexus Study Recommendations

The Nexus Study makes recommendations on three areas of concern for future improvement. 
These areas are: (1) weakness in the process of tracking fee deposits, (2) lack of adherence to 
the MFA requirements, and (3) additional research needed on the remaining balance of Special 
Project Deposit Account No. 4873. In brief, an action plan on items 1 and 2 will be developed. 
Item 3 is now under review. The below provides an overview of the concern and 
recommendation.

• Process Tracking Weakness - Process for coding, segregating, tracking, refunding, and 
using fees deposited creates opportunities for errors. Multiple points of contacts (i.e., 
cashier, coder, tracker, accountant, etc.) are evident throughout the process and many steps 
are completed manually. This allows errors and increases risk for unintentional, non- 
compliant actions and increases miscommunication or lack of communication between the 
Bureaus and the OOA. The proposed action plan will assess and improve the process for 
recording information through the use of technology. An integrated solution would 
simplify correlating fees collected with specific permits/projects, increase transparency, 
provide supporting evidence in cases of litigation, and safeguard against potential problems 
arising from the current manual tracking.

• Lack of Adherence to MFA Requirements - The MFA stipulates how deposits should be 
managed and used, and how reports should be kept on such deposits. The MFA states that 
commingling of funds is authorized for temporary investments; therefore, deposits from 
development impact fees and cash payments taken in-lieu of constructing the 
improvements should not be comingled in the same fund. MFA also requires record
keeping, annual review of deposits, and a five-year plan for deposit expenditure. The first 
two requirements are now compliant, yet the five-year report has not been completed since 
the act was enacted. The proposed action plan of action will establish a set of procedures 
and controls for fee collection and account/fund management, including the separation of 
different types of deposits into distinct accounts and establishment of process to document 
deposits in a five-year plan.

• Additional Research to Special Projects Deposit Account No. 4873 - The Fund Manager 
is actively seeking and researching deposits from this remaining $6.1 million balance, 
including collection, review, and analysis of deposit supporting documentation.

2. Quarterly Transfers to General and Special Funds

In the proposed Fiscal Year 2019-2020, a paygrade increase for the one dedicated Senior 
Accountant position is proposed from a level I to II, which was pending City Administrative 
Office (CAO) determination for nearly two years. This issue will be resolved in July 2019, 
which is anticipated to retain employees in this role, or at minimum, compete against other 
departments with position that have a higher salary range. Since the last report, this position 
has been vacated on two occasions due to promotions. Consequently, transfers are occurring 
sporadic at an interval of 3 to 5 months. The BPW’s Executive Office and Fund Manager are
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commitment to curtail this practice and regularize a quarterly transfer routine with the end goal 
of monthly transfers to stabilize cash flow projections for both the PWTF and City in. general.

3. Top 5 Accounts with Highest Balance

Approximately, 82% or $108.5 million of the entire PWTF balance of $131.9 million is 
comprised from the top 5 revenue source accounts. These five accounts are: General 
Improvement Guarantee Deposits ($49.8 million); B-Permits ($32.2 million), Special 
Projects ($12.7 million), Excavation Work Order Deposits ($7.8 million), and Vacation Work 
Order Deposits ($6.0 million). The Board has tracked the pattern of both accounts with the 
highest balance and also the accounts with the highest growth balance year-on-year. The 
findings indicate that those accounts with the highest balance tend to be those with the highest 
growth balances, which is reflective in high activity or transaction rates. In short, focusing 
on the top 5 accounts for further research is part of the next steps to better understand how 
these top 5 accounts behave and identify ways to accelerate the transfer out (i.e., 
reimbursement/use/bum rate or refund rate).

4. Other Improvements

• The automation of the close out work order process related to A, B, E, R, S, and U Permits 
is critical to transfer out funds (either to the City or refund back to the department. City 
Council has instructed the BPW to report on the efficiency of each responsible department 
in processing the construction related permits (CF 16-0393-S 1). Based on work demands, 
the Fund Manager will develop and propose an action plan on identifying potential areas 
to improve efficiency as it relates to fund management.

• Creation of management reports to assess and analyze trends and patterns.

• Streamline and interface of critical fields within the PWTF system, City's Financial 
Management System, and other departmental standalone tertiary systems will be important. 
This area will be heavily focused on information technology and may have a budgetary 
impact. Therefore, prior to engaging on any improvement in this forefront, the Fund 
Manager will provide a status update via these FSRs or other separate reports.

FISCAL IMPACT

Action to receive and file this report will not have an impact to the City's general fund. 
Reaffirmation of the adopted Fiscal Year 2016/2017 loan interest practice will allow the continued
implementation to assess and collect interest on PWTF loans disbursed on or after July 1, 2017 
when PWTF proceeds are transferred to another fund where interest is earned and retained by said 
fund. Therefore, a positive general fund impact will be realized from said loan types, since interest 
assessed and collected will be transferred from the PWTF to the City's General Fund. Proceeds 
from PWTF loans disbursed to another fund that transfers earned interest to the General Fund will 
not be assessed interest.
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ATTACHMENT A

PUBLIC WORKS TRUST FUND
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS

FY 2017-2018

Dept,
Revenue
Account No.
(FMIS - 
FMS)

Detailed Description of Deposit AccountsRevenue Account 
Name

These are amounts collected from permittees for Utility Permit (U-Permit) issued by the 
Bureau of Engineering (BOE) to allow construction, inspection, maintenance, repair, 
abandonment or removal of facilities that require vertical, horizontal, directional borings, 
trenching or excavation in the public right-of-way. These permits are issued using actual 
work order charges. If actual work order charges are less than the deposit, the balance is 
refunded, otherwise, the difference is billed to the permittee. Most revenue from the work 
performed is credited to the General Fund of the performing Bureau. However, certain fees 
and surcharges, such as the Construction Services Center Surcharge, and the Board of 
Engineering Equipment and Training Surcharge, are credited to the designated special funds. 
These are amounts collected from permittees for an A-Permit (LAMC 62.106a) issued by 
BOE to allow minor construction in the public right-of-way which includes repair, 
construction or reconstruction of curbs, sidewalks, driveway approaches or gutters, and work 
appurtenant to the foregoing, work within a public easement, where the work contemplated 
is limited in extent and can be constructed to match existing grades without a survey or 
engineered plans. A-Permit is also often issued in conjunction with sewer permit which 
require excavation in a public street.________________________________________________

U- Permit Deposits3250 - 
324401

A- Permit Deposits3251
324101

These are amounts collected from permittees ofRevocable Permit (R-Permit) issued by BOE 
to grant conditional encroachment of the public right-of-way by private parties not 
authorized to occupy the right-of-way. The R-Permit review process ensures that 
encroachments are checked for compliance with the City's specifications for designs, use, 
material, and inspection.__________________________________________________________

Revocable Permit 
Deposits

3963 -
423301
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ATTACHMENT A

PUBLIC WORKS TRUST FUND
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS

FY 2017-2018

These are amounts collected from the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, the Port 
of Los Angeles and the South Coast Air Quality Management District, to plant and maintain 
trees as part of the Mayor's Million Tree Initiative. This account was established during
fiscal year 2008-09.______________________________________________________________
These are amounts collected from developers, contractors or property owners whose work 
falls under the Major Transit and Transportation Construction Traffic Management 
Committee (TCTMC). The fee is based on City administrative costs required to enforce and 
minimize the loss of traffic capacity within various Major Transit and Transportation 
Construction Impact Areas resulting from construction activity. Amount is distributed on a 
quarterly basis to the General Fund based on the actual costs incurred by the Bureaus of
Engineering and Contract Administration and LA Department of Transportation._________
These are amounts collected from City contractors disputing violations of the City's Living 
Wage Ordinance, as determined by the Public Works Bureau of Contract Administration, 
Office of Contract Compliance (GCC). Per the Los Angeles Administrative Code (LA AC) 
Sections 10.37 et. seq., the deposits are held pending an arbitrator's decision on the dispute. 
The LAAC also provides that interest earned on this account shall be added to the principal 
sum deposited. This account was established during fiscal year 2008-09.

Street Tree Planting &
Maintaining Initiative 
to Plant Trees Deposits

4013
429601

Construction Traffic 
Management Deposits

4230
466001

City Contractor- 
Disputed Living Wage 
Violations

4323
481201

These are amounts collected for use of the Japanese Garden and proceeds from the sale of 
Japanese Garden Gift Shop items. The amounts are also used to improve and operate the 
garden and to procure gift shop items. The Japanese Garden is located at the Donald C. 
Tillman Water Reclamation Plant in Van Nuys. The Mayor's Citizens' Advisory Committee 
to the Japanese Garden provides public participation and guidance for use and operation of 
the Garden.

Japanese Garden
Facilities Use Fees

4422
493405

These are amounts from contractual contribution from Browning Ferris Industries (BF1). 
The deposit is to be used for a public benefit project (Lanzit Project Industrial Site) in 
Council District 8.

Damage Claims and
Settlements

4521
512101

These are donations to the City to help finance specific programs and projects. Currently, 
these donations include the Keep Los Angeles Beautiful Program and the Valley Village 
community identification sign and landscaping.

Other Financing
Sources

4861
574100
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ATTACHMENT A

PUBLIC WORKS TRUST FUND
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS

FY 2017-2018

These are amounts collected from developers, contractors and property owners for work to 
be performed by the Bureau of Street Lighting (BSL), such as relocating street lights or pull 
boxes and expediting plan checks. A work order is opened by the BSL and upon completion 
of the work, costs are billed using actual work order charges. If actual charges are less than 
the deposit, the balance is refunded, otherwise, the difference is billed to the depositor. 
Revenue from the work performed is credited to the Street Lighting Maintenance 
Assessment Fund.

Street Lighting 
Deposits

4871
574201

These are amounts collected for a specific development project collected by the BOE from 
developers, contractors, property owners and other agencies. Deposits include non- 
refundable amounts taken from defaults on surety bonds for non-performance by developers 
and contractors, and cash payments for work to be performed by the City for development 
projects. Cash payments are made as conditions of subdivision or planning actions and are 
made in-lieu of constructing public improvements. Deposits are used to perform the work 
on a per project basis as directed by the BOE.

Special Project 
Deposits

4873
574202

These are amounts collected from developers, contractors and property owners for work to 
be performed by City in connection with a Class "B" Street Permit (B-Permit) issued by the 
BOE. Per LAMC, Section 62.110, the permittee must deposit a sufficient amount with the 
Department of Public Works, to reimburse the City for any and all costs of (1) design, plan 
checking, surveying and engineering costs or fees, (2) inspection, (3) testing of materials, 
(4) furnishing street light energy, (5) furnishing and installing street name signs, street trees, 
traffic warning and regulatory signs, (6) sandblasting obsolete pavement markings, and (7) 
any appurtenance work or other applicable costs. B-Penmits are billed using actual work 
order charges. If actual charges are less than the deposit, the balance is refunded, otherwise, 
the difference is billed to the permittee. Most revenue from work performed by the BSL is 
credited to the Street Lighting Maintenance Assessment Fund, while certain fees and 
surcharges, such as the Construction Services Center Surcharge, and the Bureau of 
Engineering Equipment and Training Surcharge, are credited to the designated special 
funds.

B-Permit Deposits4875
574203
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ATTACHMENT A

PUBLIC WORKS TRUST FUND
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS

FY 2017-2018

These are amounts collected by BOE from developers, contractors and customers for right- 
of-way and land-related work such as dedication of an easement, quitclaim of an easement, 
relinquishment of future dedications or a private street name. A work order to record actual 
costs is opened by the BOE and upon completion of the work, costs are billed, using actual 
work order charges. If actual charges are less than the deposit, the balance is refunded, 
otherwise, the difference is billed to the customer. Most revenue from the work performed 
is credited to the General Fund of the BOE. However, certain fees and surcharges, such as 
the Construction Services Center Surcharge, and the Bureau of Engineering Equipment and 
Training Surcharge, are credited to the designated special funds.

Land Work Order and
Right-of-Way Deposits

4876
574204

These are amounts collected by the BOE from developers, contractors and other customers 
for property vacation work. A work order to record actual costs is opened by the BOE and 
upon completion of work, costs are billed, using actual work order charges. If actual work 
charges are less than the deposit, the balance is refunded, otherwise, the difference is billed 
to the customer. Most revenue from the work performed is credited to the General Fund of 
the BOE. However, certain fees and surcharges, such as the Construction Services Center 
Surcharge, and the Bureau of Engineering Equipment and Training Surcharge, are credited 
to designated special funds.________ _______________________________________________

Vacation Work Order 
Deposits

4877 - 
574205

These are cash bonds posted by developers, contractors and property owners when survey 
monument requirements have not been fully met at the time of recordation, and to assure 
required surveying work is completed. The deposits guarantee that the private surveyor of 
record will set the final monuments when directed by the BOE. The deposits further 
guarantee that the private surveyor is paid for setting the monuments. LJpon satisfactory 
completion of and payment for the surveying work, the BOE directs a refund of the deposit.

Monument Bond 
Deposits

4878
574206
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ATTACHMENT A

PUBLIC WORKS TRUST FUND
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS

FY 2017-2018

Excavation Work Order 
Deposits

These are amounts collected by the BOE from developers, contractors and other customers 
for excavation-related work to be performed. The deposits to this account include the 
estimated cost of checking plans, inspecting, testing and surveying. A work order to record 
actual costs is opened by the Bureau of Engineering and upon completion of the work, costs 
are billed using actual work order charges. If actual charges are more than the deposit, the 
balance is refunded, otherwise, the difference is billed to the customer. Most revenue from 
the work performed is credited to the General Fund of the BOE and Board of Contract 
Administration (BCA). However, certain fees and surcharges, such as the Construction 
Services Center Surcharge, and the Bureau of Engineering Equipment and Training 
Surcharge, are credited to designated special funds.
These are amounts collected by the BOE from developers, contractors and property owners 
for general improvement cash bonds. These deposits are usually made in connection with 
City planning cases, street vacations, issuances of building permits, excavation lateral 
supports, and import/export hauling routes. The bond guarantees the completion of required 
public improvements, such as construction of streets, storm drains, sewers, alleys, street 
trees, street lights and traffic facilities at or adjacent to the project location. The City holds 
the cash bond until the improvements have been constructed and accepted by the City 
Engineer. When the developer completes the construction of the improvements, the bond is 
exonerated and the cash is returned to the depositor. If the construction is not completed, the 
bond is declared in default and the deposit is transferred to Account 4873, Special Project 
Deposits, to be used _by the City to complete the improvements.________________________

4879 -
574207

General Improvement 
Guarantee Deposits

4880
574208
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ATTACHMENT A

PUBLIC WORKS TRUST FUND
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS

FY 2017-2018

These are amounts collected by the BOE from developers of subdivision projects for 
improvements. Developers post these cash bonds in connection with the recordation of 
tracks and parcel maps. The cash bond guarantees construction of the required public 
improvements, which usually consist of streets, storm drains, sewers, street lights and traffic 
facilities at or adjacent to the subdivision location. The City holds the cash bond until the 
improvements have been constructed and accepted by the City Engineer. When the 
construction is completed, the bond is exonerated by the City Engineer and the cash is 
returned to the developer. If the construction is not completed, the bond is declared in default 
and the deposit is transferred to Account 4873, Special Project Deposits, to be used by the
City to complete the improvements. _____________________________________________
These are amounts collected by the BOE or the Bureau of Street Services from developers 
and contractors for tree planting. Trees are required to be planted in accordance with 
development plans. The deposit guarantees that the trees will be planted by the developer or 
the deposit will be forfeited. Once planted, the developer can apply for a refund, otherwise, 
if the trees are not planted, the City will plant the trees using the deposit in this account.

Subdivision Guarantee 
Deposits

4881
574209

Street Tree Deposits4883
574210

These are amounts collected by the BOE from developers and contractors for oak tree 
planting, replanting and relocation. Developers post these cash bonds to guarantee that oak 
trees will be planted, replanted or relocated and to assure their continuous living existence 
at the approved planting, replacement or relocation site for three years. Once the developer 
has complied with these requirements and the work is accepted by the City Engineer, the 
bond is exonerated by the City Engineer and the cash is returned to the developer.

Oak Tree Deposits4884
574211

These are amounts collected by the Bureau of Street Services from overload haulers to 
provide for billings on credit. The LAMC, Section 62.141 provides that in lieu of paying 
individual overload permit fees and making individual deposits, the applicant may make and 
maintain with the Board of Public Works a general deposit which is used to guarantee 
payment of permit and inspection fees that are billed on a monthly charge account.

Overload Charge 
Account Deposits

4887
574213

These are all other deposits which are not directly identifiable to any of the PWTF deposit 
accounts or classification of which cannot be determined at once.

Miscellaneous Deposits4888
574200
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ATTACHMENT A

PUBLIC WORKS TRUST FUND
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS

FY 2017-2018

These are amounts collected by the BOE from owners of real property abutting any public 
street and requesting that the name of any street upon which said petitioner's real property
abuts, be changed.________________ ______________________________________________
These are non-refundable deposits to pay for the anticipated cost to plant a tree at an off-site 
location for private development and residential projects as an option to satisfy the 
Department of Public Works’ Tree Replacement Policy of two-for-one tree replacement/tree 
removal ratio; and, to provide the Department of City Planning with a permit alternative 
compliance option for private residential development projects to meet the City’s Zoning
Code requirements._____________ ________________________________________________
These are amounts collected by the BOE for estimated total cost of providing expedited 
services for a B-Permit when an applicant elects to obtain expedited Bureau services.

Public Street Name 
Change Deposits

PSCD - 
574215

Tree Replacement and 
Planting In-Lieu 
Deposits

574217

Expedited B-Permit 
Deposits

EXBP
574292

These are amounts collected by the BOE for the estimated total cost of providing the 
expedited services for an E-Permit when the applicant elects to obtain expedited Bureau 
services. E-Permit is issued for jobs in or adjacent to public streets for the purposes of the 
street light relocation, shoring (lateral support), monitoring well, soil boring, private 
conduits (non-franchise) and others.________________________________________________

Expedited E-Permit 
Deposits

EX HP - 
574296

These are amounts collected by the BOE for the estimated total cost of providing the 
expedited sendees for highway dedication and processing when an applicant elects to obtain 
expedited Bureau services.

Expedited Highway 
Dedication 
Investigation & 
Processing Deposits

EXHD-
574295

These are amounts collected by the BOE for estimated total costs of providing the expedited 
services for a Revocable (R) permit when the applicant elects to obtain expedited Bureau 
services.

Expedited Revocable 
Permit Deposits

EXRP -
574294

These are amounts collected by the BOE for estimated total cost of providing expedited 
services for a Utility Permit (U-Pemiit) when an applicant elects to obtain expedited Bureau 
services.

Expedited U-Pennit 
Deposits

EXUP -
574293
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ATTACHMENT B

PUBLIC WORKS TRUST FUND (NO. 834) 
FUND USE RULES AND GUIDELINES

The purpose of this Fund Use Rules and Guidelines document is to provide the Department of 
Public Works rules and guiding principles to administer and manage the Public Works Trust Fund 
No. 834, including the fund management of its deposits, such as development impact fees, 
construction in-lieu cash deposits, fees, and surcharges, etc. Most important, the Fund Use Rules 
and Guidelines will aid in meeting (a) reporting requirement of the 1989 State of California 
Mitigation Fee Act (MFA) (Assembly Bill 1600, Gov. Code 6600 et seq.), which was enacted in 
1987 with an effective date of January 1, 1989, and (b) options to establish, find, and determine if 
a “reasonable relationship” or “Nexus” exists for use of deposit funds, such as (i) how to identify 
the purpose to which the fee is to be put and (ii) how to demonstrate a reasonable relationship 
(nexus) between the fee and the purpose for which it is charged.

In general, deposits in the Public Works Trust Fund may be broadly categorized as:

• Permit fee collected as a refundable deposit
o Deposit for work required to a public area in proximity of a project (i.e. street 

improvement, general improvement, sidewalk, street lighting, curb and gutter, tree, 
etc.). The deposit is refundable to the extent of the deposit excess over actual cost 
incurred. If the actual cost exceeds the deposit, the customer is billed for the 
difference between actual cost and the deposit.

• Permit fee collected as non-refundable in-lieu of construction deposit
o Fee deposit for work required to be done to a public area in proximity of a project 

(street improvement, sewer work, etc.); or,

• Deposits from the settlement of a defaulted bond
o Either proceeds from bond payment or cash in-lieu of a bond deposit that 

was deposited to guarantee work (e.g. from one of two categories above).

Review and Analysis of Deposit

• Each deposit shall require a review of the documentation (i.e. permit application, deposit 
voucher, etc.) to determine specific project purpose and location.

Each deposit made within the last five years from the adoption of this Fund Use Rules and 
Guidelines document (i.e. from July 1, 2013 to June 30, 2018) shall be reviewed and 
reported in a five-year reporting plan in compliance with the 1989 State of CA Mitigation 
Fee Act.

If documentation for a deposit is sufficient, then a recommendation shall be made to the 
Director of Accounting and ultimately, the Executive Officer of the Board of Public Works 
for how the deposit could be used.
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ATTACHMENT B

• If the documentation for a deposit is insufficient (not adequate or lacks support), then 
further investigation shall be completed as follows based on three possible outcomes:

If it is determined that the project has not been completed, use the funds to complete 
the project for which it was collected (generally in-lieu of construction fees). In cases, 
where the funds remaining in the PWTF is not sufficient to pay for the entire project, 
then the portion of funds available will be used to the extent possible, transferred to 
another holding fund, or retained in the PWTF until sufficient funds are identified to 
fully implement the project.

1.

If it is determined that the project has not been completed because it became 
unnecessary, then the deposit shall be refunded the remaining deposit to the current 
property owner, if known. In some cases, the project address may be a street, an 
intersection, or part of a neighborhood, in which case a “current owner” will not be 
relevant. In these situations, use the funds for a similar project within the same 
neighborhood/Council District. Note: If the current owner is not known, gather 
additional information on the project to find the best nexus for use of remaining funds.

2.

The same nexus evaluation applies to refundable and non-refundable deposits collected 
after January 1, 1989.

3.

Disposition of Deposited Funds

• If a deposit is neither used for the specific purpose and project it was intended for, nor 
refunded to the depositor, then those deposited funds shall require determination of 
“reasonable relationship” or “nexus” prior to its disposition of funds.

• If the project for which the fee collected was intended is ongoing, then the deposit should 
be applied to the work underway for that project, or project(s) with like purpose at the 
original location if available, or within the Council District as the geographical 
nexus/boundary.

• If the project for which the fee was intended, or a like purpose project within the 
geographical nexus/boundary has been completed, then the deposit should be applied to 
reimburse the City's cost of completing that project.

• If neither option applies (project type or location are unknown), then the deposit should be 
used to fund projects that have a close geographical nexus to the original intent in the
permit, using the Council District as the geographical boundary.

• Pre-1989 deposits have greater flexibility and ability to establish a reasonable relationship 
as determined by a governing body with minimal (i.e. broad nexus to the administration 
and management of funds, geographical location, and general purpose type) to no
restrictions.
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ATTACHMENT B

Guidance to Determine Disposition and Fund use Deposits

• If a deposit is determined to be used “At-Will”, then the use of said funds can be for any 
public works project in any location, or for administrative expenses tied to the management 
of the PWTF. The following criteria should be identified to find and determine a reasonable 
relationship, if applicable:

Pre-1989 deposits

■ No project type specified, and
■ No project location specified, and
■ No Council District specified, and 
* Non-refundable

Post-1989 deposits under $10,000 
■ No project type specified, and 
* No Council District specified

• If a deposit is determined to be used “On Any Project”, then the use of said funds can be 
for any public works project, in locations to be determined by factors associated with the 
specific deposit, based on the variables listed below. The following criteria should be 
identified to find and determine a reasonable relationship, if applicable:

Within Council District Specified - Pre-1989 Deposits
* No project type specified, and
■ Non-refundable

Within Nexus Specified - Post 1989 Deposits
■ No project type specified, and
■ Nexus:

• 1) project location; or if not available, then
• 2) Council District, and 

■ Non-refundable

Within Nexus Specified - Post 1989 Deposits
■ No project type specified, and
■ Nexus:

• 1) project location; if not available,
• 2) Council District, and

■ Refundable, but if stated project location is not a specific address, there is no 
current owner to receive refund per MFA

• If a deposit is determined to be used “In Any Council District", then the use of said funds 
can be for any location for public works project related to that documented with the specific
deposit. The following criteria should be identified to find and determine a reasonable
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ATTACHMENT B

relationship, if applicable:

Project Type Specified - Post-1989 Deposits
• No project location, nor CD specified, and
* Non-refundable, or refundable (can only refund if project address is available, 

as refunds need to be made to current owner of project location per M.FA)

• If a deposit is determined to be used “On a Specified Project Type and Specified Nexus”, 
then the use of said funds can be for public works projects, based on the variables listed 
below, for the specified Nexus of location and project type documented with the specific 
deposit. The following criteria should be identified to find and determine a reasonable 
relationship, if applicable:

Pre-1989 Deposits under $10,000
* Project status is unknown

Post-1989 Deposits
■ Project known to be completed per notes in documentation, and
* Can be non-refundable, or refundable. If refundable, project location is an 

area/street, rather than specific address, and therefore, not possible to refund to 
“current owner” per MFA

Reporting of Deposited Funds

• In compliance with the MFA, on an annual basis, the Department of Public Works shall 
prepare and release an annual report with summary information on all its deposits in 
compliance with the MFA and upon request by the Los Angeles City Council or Board of 
Public Works.

• Every five years, the Department of Public Works shall prepare and release a five-year 
reporting plan, no later than June 30 of the succeeding fiscal year, in compliance with the 
1989 State of CA Mitigation Fee Act. The Department of Public Works shall prepare and
release its first report for the five years covering July 1,2013 to June 30, 2018 on or before 
June 30, 2019. Thereafter, every subsequent five years, the same process shall be 
completed and a new report shall be released.
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ATTACHMENT C

PUBLIC WORKS TRUST FUND (NO. 834) 
STRATEGIC PLAN

1. MISSION
To safeguard and manage all funds held in trust for its purpose of improving public works 
infrastructure

2. VISION
To be the best actively managed, fiscally prudent, and responsive fund in the City of LA.

3. VALUES
• Accuracy
• Integrity
• Innovation
• Pro-Activeness
• Customer Service

4. GOALS
Reconcile all expenses and revenues in a timely manner, including processing of 
refunds and reimbursements.
Reduce the aging of all deposits (funds) to 5 years or fewer.
Streamline and automate fund management processes including use of best available 
technology
Institutionalize policies and procedures to improve financial management and analysis 
of funds.
Actively monitor compliance of funds against laws, codes, regulations, policies etc.

1)

2)
3)

4)

5)
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PUBLIC WORK TRUST FUND
ATTACHMENT D

COMPARATIVE DEPOSIT AMOUNTS BY ACCOUNT 
FY 2013 to FY2018

■PWTP-St

Account
Number

FMS Dept 
Rev, Source June 30, 2013June 30, 2017 June 30, 2016 June 30, 2015 June 30, 2014Account Description June 30, 2018

$ 23,369,499.42 $ 22,603,059,67$ $ $ 30,640,622.59 26,790,600.44General Improvement Guarantee Deposits 49,833,095.51 46,572,751.065742084880
38,660,416.33 27,375,879.00 21,555,564.4032,175,162.58 34,555,497,18 36,390,080,83B-Permit Deposits5742034875
11,312,632,98 10,937,667,83 10,628,024.4912,647,824.74 12,032,757,49 11,566,800,85Special Project Deposits5742024873

3,671,538.475,618,342.03 4,759,998.53 4,414,278.27Excavation Special Work Order Deposits 7,833,527,96 6.647,592.365742074879

3,179,874,755,224,329.97 4,785,664.01 4,238,636.84 3,649,541.05Vacation Work Order Deposits 6,039,289.805742054877
2,237,697.70 2,278,054.32 1,692,613,345,028,214.66 4,256,999.53 3,454,126.22Land Work Order and Right-of-Way Deposits5742044876
2,061,769.06 1,490,419.06 1,681,669.06Subdivision Guarantee Deposits 3,741,359.19 3,750,640.24 3,459,889.864881 574209

1,638,400.302,569,880.73 2,187,447.50 1,989,167.39 1,827,300.30U-Permit Deposits 2,846,303.903244013250
2,773,584.54 868,637,09 1,110,533.212,110,934.13 1,390,568.15 2,615,299.13Street Tree Planting & Maintaining Initiative to Plant Trees Deposits4296014013
1,890,880.19 1,890,880.19 1,890,880.191,884,958.19 1,890,880.19 1,890,880.19Street Tree Deposits5742104883

150,455.48 24,664.001,768,022.00 301,275.00 58,228.00574200 Miscellaneous Deposits4888
1,041,184,851,236,493.80 1,204,393.80 1,093,393.80 1,065,767.90Monument Bond Deposits 1,259,593,805742064878

427,721.79 266,221.79 101,500.00Expedited E-Permits Deposits 1,183,179.20 715,679.20EXEP 574296

1,091,507,001,091,507.00 1,091,507.00Damage Claims and Settlements 1,091,507,00 1,091,507.00 1,091,507.005121014521
819,996,68793,606.68 793,606.68 793,606.68 819,996.68Oak Tree Deposits 716,926.685742114884
436,167,08489,477.46 416,924.31 366,232.07Japanese Garden Facility Use Fees 570,428,69 557,367.644934054422
157,790.79242,191,45 213,241.45 197,641.45 190,591.45Street Lighting Deposits 250,990.795742014871

7,500.00130,883.64 79,130.00 57,130.00Expedited Revocable Permit Deposits 189,151.52EXRP 574294

132,202.23 100,454.07Expedited B-Permit Deposits 182,550.03EXBP 574292
216,374.04 227,574.04 246,574.04159,886.58 159,886.58 196,552.56Other Financing Sources5741004861
93,558.83 57,227.01 34,000.00138,770.04 116,770.04 109,270.04Revocable Permit Deposits4233013963
59,594.16 8,760.00120,000.00 182,094.16 94,594,16Expedited U-Permit DepositsEXUP 574293

65,000.00 50,000.00 27,500.00 5,000,00Expedited Highway Dedication Investigation & Processing Deposits 65,000,00EXHD 574295

40,790,0047,803,83 42,790.00 42,290.0047,803.83 47,803.83Overload Charge Account Deposits5742134887
9,345.80 2,500,009,345.80Public Street Name Change Deposits 23,017.60 18,691.60PSCD 574215

9,100.00 5,000.0015,749.85 14,249.85 14,100.00A-Permit Deposits 15,749.853241013251
2,750.0022,550.00Construction Traffic Management Traffic Deposits 9,622.00 5,604.41 6,955.004230 466001

6,800.00Sewer Contractor Cash Bond Deposits5742185742

5,000.00BSS - Other Deposits574219
2,580.803,484.302,620.72 4,258.622,620.72 2,620.72City Contractor-Disputed Living Wage Violations4812014323

Reimbursement from Other Agencies3811003734
2,500.002,500.00 2,500.00Development Charges4665014665

$ 101,274,835.96 $ 82,101,186.98 $ 73,560,163,12$ 131,947,290.99 $ 124,707,324.73 $ 107,598,305.42Total
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PUBLIC WORKS TRUST FUND 
ATTACHMENT F

PENDING LOANS TO OTHER FUNDS/DEPARTMENTS 
As of June 30, 2018

Loan Ratio to
Outstanding

DepositsAmount
Outstanding & Pending Loans As of June 30, 2018

$ 20,662,762Loans Receivable from Other Funds/Depts. 15,66%
$Loan Transactions for recording the following month 0.00%

Loan Approved - BOSL- Construction of Five Lighting Projects. Will transfer 
funds upon written request by BOSL (Fund 347).__________________ 5.21%$ 6,875,000
Loan Approved - BOE/CAO - North Atwater Non-Motorized Multimodal Bridge. 
Will transfer funds upon written request by BOE. (Fund 682). 5,25%$ 6,933,133
Loan Approved - BOE - Taylor Yard Bikeway/Pedestrial Bridge over the LA 
River Project (Fund 682). 0.38%$ 500,000
Loan - CAL FIRE - Project "Shade of Los Angeles'* 03/30/2018 (Fund 537 
Environmental Affairs Trust Fund ) CF#17-0267-S1 05/02/2018- Interest 
bearing loan $ 14,808,133 0.38%$ 500,000

$ 14,808,133.00Total Loans Pending Release and Approval 11.22%



PUBLIC WORK TRUST FUND
ATTACHMENT G

OUTSTANDING APPROPRIATION ACCOUNTS 
AS OF JUNE 30, 2018

Total
Appropriated

Amount
Encumbered

Amount
Uncommitted

Amount
Appropriation

Accounts BFYAppropriation Accounts
$$ $ 20082,132,429.13919,929.13 1,212,500.0050OOFC Tree Planting Project 

Special Projects 2008234,281.55 333,843.6399,562.085000BC
2004199,870.31 199,870.31Street Trees50000C

144,635.40 2016117,405.5727,229.83Tree Removal Permit50OOBM
89,958.39 201889,958.39PW-Board50174P
75,695.19 200516,086.75 59,608.44Design/Const Vermont Kaiser5000DW
69,892.15 20097,893.47 61,998.68Keep Los Angeles Beautiful5000DE
55,014.00 201555,014.00Reseda Boulevard Tree50OOML

200850,000.0050,000.00Valley Village Signage 
Broadhead Trees

5000JC
201244,426.0044,426.0050OOHT
201743,857.31 43,857.31PW-Street Lighting50184N

41,582.66 201741,582.66PW-Board50174N
31,346.74 201831,346.74General Services50140P
16,395.75 200816,395.7550OOHC Killion St/Lankershim Blvd
12,912.84 201612,912.84Public Works Street50186M
10,000.00 201110,000.0050OOAG Santa Moncia Blvd

20146,796.006,796.00Available Balance - B50000K
4,660.42 20154,660.42PW-Street Services50186L
4,000.00 20144,000.00PW-Board50174K

2008233.19233.19High School Internship Program 
S. LA Business Academy

50OOIC
2011160.00160.0050OOGC

$__ 2,235,197.85 $$ 3,367,709.111,132,511.26Total



PUBLIC WORK TRUST FUND

ATTACHMENT H

NET DEPOSIT DETAILS BY ACCOUNT

FY 2017/2018

June 30, 2017June 30, 2016 June 30, 2018PWTF-SL 
Account 
Number

FMS Dept. Rev, 
Source Net DepositsNet DepositsAccount Description Net Deposits

$ $General Improvement Guarantee Deposits 46,572,751.06 49,833,095.5130,640,622,594880 574208
34,555,497.56 32,175,162.58B-Permit Deposits 36,390,080.834875 574203
12,032,757,49 12,647,824.74Special Project Deposits 11,566,800.854873 574202

7,833,527.96Excavation Special Word Order Deposits 6,647,592.364879 574207 5,618,342.03
Vacation Work Order Deposits 5,224,329.97 6,039,289.804877 4,785,664.01574205

4,256,999.53 5,028,214.664876 Land Work Order and Right-of-Way Deposits 3,454,126.22574204
3,741,359.19Subdivision Guarantee Deposits 3,750,640.244881 574209 3,459,889.86

2,569,880.73 2,846,303.903250 U-Permit Deposits 2,187,447,50324401
2,110,934,13Street Tree Planting & Maintaining Initiative 1,390,568.154013 429601 2,615,299.13

1,890,880.19 1,884,958,194883 Street Tree Deposits 1,890,880.19574210

301,275.00 1,768,022.00Miscellaneous Deposits 58,228,004888 574200
1,236,493.80 1,259,593.80Monument Bond Deposits 1,204,393.804878 574206

1,183,179.20715,679.20EXEP Expedited E-Permits Deposits 427,721.79574296
1,091,507.00 1,091,507,00Damage Claims and Settlements 1,091,507.004521 512101

793,606.68 716,926,68793,606.684884 574211 Oak Tree Deposits

557,367.64 570,428.69Japanese Garden Facility Use Fees 489,477.464422 493405
250,990.79242,191.454871 Street Lighting Deposits 213,241,45574201
189,151.52Expedited Revocable Permit Deposits 130,883.64EXRP 79,130,00574294
182,550.03Expedited B-Permit Deposits 100,454,07 132,202.23EXBP 574292

159,886,58 159,886.58Other Financing Sources 196,552.564861 574100
116,770.04 138,770.04Revocable Permit Deposits 109,270.043963 423301

120,000.00182,094,16EXUP Expedited U-Permit Deposits 94,594.16574293
Expedited Highway Dedication Investigation & Processing Deposits 65,000.0065,000.0050,000.00EXHD 574295

47,803.83 47,803.83Overload Charge Account Deposits 47,803,834887 574213
18,691.60 23,017.60Public Street Name Change DepositsPSCD 9,345.80574215

15,749.8515,749.85A-Permit Deposits 14,249.853251 324101
5,604.41 9,622,00Construction Traffic Management Deposits 6,955.004230 466001

6,800.00Sewer Contractor Cash Bond Deposits5742 574218
5,000.00BSS - Other Deposits574219

2,620.72City Contractor-Disputed Living Wage Violations 2,620.72 2,620.724323 481201
Reimbursement from Other Agencies3734 381100
Zone Changes3811 404101
Development Charges4665 466501

$ 131,947,290.99$ 107,598,305.42 $ 124,707,325.11Total



PUBLIC WORK TRUST FUND 
ATTACHMENT I

LOANS STATUS UPDATES FROM DEPARTMENTS 
AS OF JUNE 30, 2018

Upcoming
Payment Date Pay Off DateOriginal Loan Amount Balance Upcoming Payment AmountDepartment Loan

City Administrative Officer (CAP) Seismic $ 10,000,000.00 $ 10,000,000.00 10,000,000.00 6/30/20216/30/2021
City Administrative Officer (CAP) 
Recreation and Parks (RAP)

Winter 2005 Drainage 10,450,000 3,439,770 3/31/2019 3/31/20193,439,770
Prop 12 &40 3,000,000 12/31/20193,000,000 3,000,000 12/31/2019
Runyon Canyon 7/9/2018Recreation and Parks (RAP) 1,500,000 1,500,000

Bureau of Sanitation (BOS) Greater, Greener LA 1,000,000 3/30/2019 3/30/2020972,618 83,328
Bureau of Engineering (BOE) 
Bureau of Engineering (BOE)

Taylor Yard Park 700,000 700,000 700,000 6/30/2020 6/30/2020
Leonard Hill Plaza 1,425,000 3/30/2019 6/30/2019425,000 100,000

Bureau of Sanitation (BOS) Vermont Corridor 3/30/2020750,000 288,343 138,548 3/30/2019
SAFETEA 2008-09Bureau of Street Services (BSS) 2,209,800 6/30/2019 6/30/2020247,030 123,515

General Services Department (GSD) 6/30/2019Hollyhock House Phase 3 850,000 90,000 90,000 6/30/2019
$ 17.675,160.97$ 31,884,800.00 $ 20,662,761.60Total



ATTACHMENT J

PUBLIC WORKS TRUST FUND (NO. 834) 
LOAN APPROVAL PROCESS

The following describes the steps and actions necessary to obtain a Public Works Trust Fund 
(PWTF) loan:

1. Pre-Approval
a. Prior to requesting a loan from the Board of Public Works and subsequently, City 

Council and Mayor, a potential borrower must submit a request to the Executive 
Officer for loan per-approval consideration.

b. The Executive Officer requests the PWTF Manager to review and analyze the 
request for loan practice compliance (i.e., balance-to-loan ratio, cash flow, etc.). 
Loan requests will not be approved if the balance-to-loan ratio exceeds 30%', 
unless, upon loan portfolio review, forecasting, and evaluation by the PWTF 
manager, it is determined that pending cash inflow (either loan payments or 
increase in fund balance) will produce enough cash liquidity in the fund to allow 
for new loan approvals to remain within the 30% balance-to-loan ratio. The Board 
of Public Works reserves the right to change the maximum threshold at its 
discretion.

c. The PWTF Manager notifies the Director of Accounting and designated PWTF 
accountant of pre-approval consideration and request to add a placeholder for loan 
use, including amount, project title, and borrower information. The PWTF 
accountant confirms fond availability to PWTF Manager.

d. The PWTF Manager will notify borrower of pre-approval request status.

2. Approval
Borrower prepares Board Report seeking formal approval from the Board of Public 
Works, subject to Mayor and City Council approval. The Board Report should 
clearly indicate the following:

i. Amount and purpose of the loan.
ii. Exact or estimated date when the loan will be paid, including repayment

a.

schedule, amount, and frequency.
iii. Source of fond from which the loan and interest will be paid off.
iv. How the loan will be paid off if the expected source of funding will not 

materialize.
Borrower submits report: to PWTF manager for pre-approval and fond 
confirmation, including loan recommendations. Fund manager or designee 
signature is obtained on Board report.
Office of Accounting (OOA) ensures sufficient funds are set aside for permittee 
refunds, restrictions, or other cash flow requirements. Director of Accountant or 
designee signature obtained on Board report.
Borrower submits report to Board of Public Works for consideration.

b.

c.

d.

It’s important to note that in December 2016, the Executive Officer cautioned the Board the Public Works to proceed
conservatively on loan approvals due to cash flow liquidity that exceeded the 25% balance-to-loan. ration threshold. 
This advice was to ensure that the loan percentage does not exceed a 30% maximum threshold, which would provide 
some flexibility for cash flow when loan funds had not yet been disbursed.
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ATTACHMENT J

e. Once Board of Public Works approves loan request, including repayment schedule 
and interest assessment if applicable, the Board Report is sent by the Board 
Secretariat Office to the Mayor and City Council for approval.

f. Once Mayor approves. Board report is scheduled to the Public Works and Gang 
Reduction Committee of the City Council.

g. Once Public Works and Gang Reduction Committee approves, Board report is sent 
to the City Council for final approval.

3. Disbursement
a. Once City Council and Mayor approves the loan, the OOA obtains proof of 

repayment source, such as grant award letter or other funding source. In the event, 
of General or Special Fund backed loan, then City Council approval is the proof of 
repayment based on its action adopted.

b. Once proof of repayment is verified, OOA will disburse and transfer the full loan 
amount from PWTF to the requesting department, fund, and account.

4. Service Maintenance
a. PWTF accountant tracks and reports loan balances to management. If loan is assess 

interest, OOA calculates Interest owed and includes accrual to outstanding loan. 
Upon receipt of any repayment amount, funds will be applied to outstanding 
interest first and any remaining funds will be applied to the principal loan balance.

b. PWTF manager routinely analyzes, monitors, and collects on outstanding loan 
balances.

c. Borrowers provides repayment authorization to PWTF manager. PWTF manager 
submits instructions to OOA on loan repayment transfer or tracks borrower 
initiated loan repayment.

d. PWTF manager sends out frequent loan statements and repayment requests.

5. Payoff
a. Borrower provides final payoff instructions to PWTF manager. PWTF manager 

submits instructions to OOA on final loan repayment transfers or tracks borrower
initiated loan repayment.

It is important to note that any PWTF loans that by-passed the above procedures may not be 
funded. This is to prevent over-extending credit from the PWTF and ensure its fund obligatory 
nature and liquidity.

POINT OF CONTACTS

Fernando Campos, Executive Officer (213) 978-0250

Jason Valencia, Fund Manager, (213) 978-0246

Victoria Santiago, Director, Office of Accounting, (213) 978-0900
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